Lecture 2: From the Inside or from the Outside?

Evolution of Human Disease
Pascal Gagneux

Your world map, your ancestral heritage

Winter 2021

Draw a world map with major continents and place pins where you parents,
grandparents and great-grandparents were born

Pascal’s impromptu world map suffer from big inaccuracies especially in the regions that he has
never traveled to: Australasia, Caribbean

World Map

birth place of parents/grand-parents

1000 x model of the genome in Sperm and Egg

1000 x model of the genome in a somatic cell

This class represents a diverse global gene pool, but heavy on Northern hemisphere

Egg 130 micron
times 1000 = 130 mm = 13 cm
Somatic cell 20 micron 2cm diameter
Sperm 60 micron times 1000 = 6 cm long
How long is the haploid genome of each of our cells and how many “letters” base pairs dos it
contain?
About 1 meter long and it contains 3 billion bp.

How does all this DNA fit in a single cell?
By extremely compact packaging into chromatin and further compacting into chromosomes.

1000 x model of haploid genome

The amount of DNA differing between a human and a chimpanzee is approx 5% including all the
stretches of DNA that are absent in one and present in the other species.

~5%

Fitting a genome into a cell: genome packaging

A representation of how DNA is packaged into a chromosome.

Fitting a genome into a cell: genome packaging

Practice question:
What does chromatin consist of?
Histone and non-histone proteins and DNA

Metaphase, when the cell is ready to divide, is when chromosomes can be seen as compact rods.
When a cell is busy living (not replicating) during interphase , the DNA is decondensed into “puffs”
Sorted gibbon chromosomes can be stained and used for “painting” of human and great ape
chromosomes. The gibbon fluorescent chromosomes will bind to places on the ape
chromosomes that have similar DNA sequences.

Fitting a genome into a cell: genome packaging
interphase nucleus

spread from metaphase
(dividing cell)

Human chromosomes painted with probes from sorted gibbon chromosomes
Ferguson Smith 1997 European Journal of Human Genetics

Arranging all chromosomal changes amongst great apes retrieves the correct phylogeny

Taxonomy by CHROMOSOMES

Modified from Mark A. Jobling,
Matthew Hurles ,Chris Tyler-Smith
( 2003)

Getting the number right…..
For over 30 years: 48

Since 1956: 46

It took a while to get the correct number of chromosome in human cells….
Diving human cells can easily be found in testes or white blood cells can be triggered to undergo
cell division by adding special chemicals: lectin proteins from beans to trigger cell division and
colchicine from a flower to arrest cell division in the stage where chromosomes have just been
copied.

DNA trickling through generations

Modes of inheritance: uniparental & biparental

Mitochondrial DNA

Practice question:
How can different parts of the genome have different histories?
Genetic recombination breaks apart and brings together different parts of the genome.
The further apart on a chromosome two segments of DNA are, the likelier that these do
not share the same precise history.

Not all DNA is reshuffled: mitochondria DNA and most of the Y chromosome DNA are passed on
uniparentally.
uniparental inheritance: most of the Y-chromosome, mitochondrial DNA
biparental inheritance: all other DNA, called “autosomal DNA”.
What 2 different parts of our genomes do not get reshuffled but are rather inherited from one
parent only? Mitochondrial DNA and most of the Y-chromosome

X Y
Autosomes (1 of 22 pairs)

Like all other multicellular animals, apes are made of proteins, glycans and lipids, and
combinations thereof (with important roles for minerals in skeletal features). Only proteins are
directly encoded in the DNA.

What are Apes made of?

Schultz, 1933 Anthropologischer Anzeiger

Four different classes of biomolecules are required to form living cells.
Glycobiology focuses on the biological roles and structures of glycans.
Practice question:
What are the four major classes of biomolecules?
Nucleic acids, proteins, lipids and glycans

Living cells consist of

Jamey Marth
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Genome transmission by bonobos

Primates are long-lived complex assemblages of molecules. Much of the focus in molecular
primatology continues to be on nucleic acids, DNA and RNA.
This busy diagram is here to remind us that the different classes of molecules should be seen in
context. Nucleic acids, our genomes reside within lipid bubbles which are coated with a large
sugar coat. Glycan (sugars) and lipids are not encoded in the genome, but are acquired from the
diet.
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ENVIRONMENT

ORGANISM

Chances are the female is not ovulating, so the males sperm would not even get pass her cervix,
which is kept shut by specialized mucus.

DNA segments in egg and sperm and in every cell of the body
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The complement of chromosomes in human gametes (haploid = single copy of each
chromosome) and body (somatic) cells (diploid two copies of each chromosomes except for
males who have a single X chromosome and a Y chromosome).
How many pieces of DNA are there in the genome of a human?
46 , visible as chromosome when a cell is dividing.
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Practice question:
What is a haplotype?
A unique combination of DNA variants along the same strand of DNA.

Genetic vocabulary:
“genome, gene, allele, haplotype”
Genome
Chromosome
(DNA)

Gene, Locus
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Locus 1
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Locus 3
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Primary
transcript
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Exon 2
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mRNA
Post-translational
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Protein

The “Gene” Crowd

Spencer Tunick 2007

22,000 protein coding genes (UCSD undergrads!)
1000s of long non-coding RNA “genes”
100s of thousands of enhancers in genome (friends and relatives of
UCSD undergrads!)
50,000 transcribed enhancers

The traditional definition of a gene: a stretch of DNA that encodes a particular protein,
Given that there are hundreds of thousands of stretches of DNA that have functions ( regulating
protein coding DNA, or encoding RNA, which regulates protein coding genes), a better definition of a
gene is now: a stretch of DNA with a biological function.
It is possible that our entire genome (all 3 billion basepairs of it) is a “gene”

Hemoglobin Evolution
STRUCTURE of PROTEIN

Evolution of gene copies

Expression patterns

oxy

deoxy

Pesce et al. EMBO Rep. 2002;3:1146-1151)

Many proteins form multimers with other proteins: The X-ray determined structure of the hemoglobin molecule and a
representation of its very high concentration in the erythrocyte. (A) The arrangement of the -helices (shown as tubes) in each
unit—one on the left and one, 180° rotated, on the right—is shown, as are the 4 heme groups with their iron atoms where gas
molecules bind.
The site of the sickle mutations on mutant -chains as well as the 93 conserved cysteine residues is also shown. Hemoglobin
molecules in the red blood cell, shown in an inset on the right, are very tightly packed (at a concentration of approximately 34
g/dL) and have little access to solvent; this allows efficient oxygen transport by each cell but also affects the chemical behavior
of the molecules, such as promoting sickle cell hemoglobin polymerization upon slight deoxygenation. (B) A representation of
the quaternary structural changes in the hemoglobin tetramer, in a top-down view, in the transition from the oxy conformation
(left) to the deoxy conformation (right). The iron atoms shift relative to the planes of the heme groups and a central cavity
between the -chains opens, facilitating 2,3 BPG binding. These diagrams are based on drawings of Irving M. Geis.
Many proteins are part of protein families, i.e. multiple copies of similar proteins exist in the genome: Figure 2. A diagram of the
proposed evolutionary relationships of the human globin proteins as inferred from sequence analyses. NGB, neuroglobin;
CYGB, cytoglobin; MB, myoglobin.
Different forms of hemoglobin are expressed during fetal and adult phases of life.

Individual B-cells and T-cells can diversify their receptors (T-cell receptors and Antobodies) by
shuffling cassettes of genes/ somatic recombination.

Question:
It is estimated that each of us makes over 1012 different antibodies.
How can a genome code for more proteins than it has genes for?

Enhancers and Transcription Factors

Transcription Factors:
• Proteins
• Pressure
• Cytoarchitecture
• Social partners

Daria Shlyueva, Gerald Stampfel & Alexander Stark Nature Reviews Genetics 15, 272–286 (2014)

Enhancers are distinct genomic regions (or the DNA sequences thereof) that contain binding site sequences
for transcription factors (TFs) and that can upregulate (that is, enhance) the transcription of a target gene from
its transcription start site (TSS). Along the linear genomic DNA sequence, enhancers can be located at any
distance from their target genes, which makes their identification challenging. b,c | In a given tissue, active
enhancers (Enhancer A in part b or Enhancer B in part c) are bound by activating TFs and are brought into
proximity of their respective target promoters by looping, which is thought to be mediated by cohesin and
other protein complexes. Moreover, active and inactive gene regulatory elements are marked by various
biochemical features: active promoters and enhancers are characterized by a depletion of nucleosomes, which
is the structural unit of eukaryotic chromatin. Nucleosomes that flank active enhancers show specific histone
modifications, for example, histone H3 lysine 4 monomethylation (H3K4me1) and H3K27 acetylation
(H3K27ac). Inactive enhancers might be silenced by different mechanisms, such as by the Polycomb proteinassociated repressive H3K27me3 mark (part b) or by repressive TF binding (part c). d–f | Complex patterns of
gene expression result from the additive action of different enhancers with cell-type- or tissue-specific

activities. Pol II, RNA polymerase II.

RNA complications:
tRNA (transfer)
rRNA (ribosomal)
micro RNAs
sdRNA (sub-genomic)
SnoRNA (small nucleolar)
siRNA (small interfering)
piRNA (piwi interacting)
CRISPER RNA

(Clustered Regularly

Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats)

Martens-Uzunova et al. Cancer Letters 2013

Genome “syntax”
Chromatin Remodeling
“genome packaging” and its effects on gene expression
via access for transcritpion factors, enhancers and
transcriptional machinery

Histone Modification
annotation of histone and effects on gene expression.
methylation, acetylation, ubiquitination, O-GlcNAcylation

DNA Methylation
annotation of DNA, silencing of paternal or maternal
allele, or both.

non-coding RNA
(micro, piwi, nc, circular RNA etc.. interact with
ribosomal proteins, transcription factors, messenger RNA)

RNA-binding Proteins
Approximately 1000 RBP in nucleus, cytoplaams and
mitochondria regulate splicing, translation, degaradation

Cross-talk between the pathways of biogenesis and function of miRNAs, snoRNAs, tRNAs, sdRNAs and tRFs. MiRNAs are encoded in clustered
genomic loci or in the introns of other genes and are transcribed by RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol Pri-miRNA transcripts are processed to individual
pre-miRNAs in the nucleus by Drosha. SnoRNAs and intron-encoded miRNAs are produced after splicing, debranching, and exonucleolytic
trimming. Pre-miRNAs are exported to the cytoplasm by Exportin 5 (XPO5) and further processed by Dicer to mature miRNAs that enter the RNAinduced silencing complex (RISC). Cytoplasmically matured miRNAs in complex with proteins from the Ago family (AGO) may be imported back in
the nucleus possibly by Importin 8 (IPO8) to participate in the processes of transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) or RNA activation (RNAa). SnoRNAs
assemble with snoRNP-core proteins (not shown) and enter the nucleolus where they participate in the chemical modification of ribosomal RNA
(rRNA) and other RNA species. SnoRNAs may be exported to the cytoplasm by unknown transporter proteins, where they are cleaved possibly by
Dicer to short ∼22 nt long sdRNAs and are loaded into RISC. Alternatively, snoRNAs may also be cleaved by unknown nucleases in the nucleus or
nucleolus, to sdRNAs with a different size. Longer sdRNAs of ∼27 nt do not exit the nucleus, but instead participate in the regulation of alternative
splicing. tRNAs are transcribed from individual tRNA genes by RNA polymerase III (RNA Pol III). Pre-tRNA transcripts are processed by the
endonucleases RNase P and RNase Z to remove 5′- and 3′-trailer sequences, and after chemical modification, CCA addition, and aminoacylation,
are exported to the cytoplasm by Exportin-t (XPOT) to participate in protein synthesis. 3′U tRFs are produced by RNase Z after trimming of the 3′trailer sequence. Stress factors may induce cleavage in the anticodon loop of mature tRNAs to tRNA halves performed by the endonuclease
Angiogenin. Shorter 5′tRFs and 3′CCA tRFs may be produced from 5′- and 3′-ends of mature tRNAs by Dicer and associate with AGO proteins to
participate in various processes of transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation. sdRNA = subgenomic RNA SnoRNA=small nucleolar RNA
MiRNA

Information in the genome includes several layers above the simple DNA sequence: packaging,
modification of histones, modification of DNA, microRNA and microRNA binding proteins all affect
regulation of gene expression.
Practice question:
What characteristics of the genome can affect gene expression?
Chromatin remodeling, histone modification, DNA methylation, non-coding and micro RNA, RNA
binding proteins, DNA-binding proteins (transcription factors)

One of the best illustrations of an epigenetic effect: roll jelly made by glands in the worker bees
can turn any fertilized egg from a worker bee into a queen. The secretions contains a deacetylase
enzyme that can modify the histone code (chemical modifications on the histone tails, that can
prevent the activity of the DNA wrapped around these…

“Histone Code” & Epigenetics

Histone deacetylase in royal jelly
Spannhof et al. EMBO Reports 2011

Science Open

“Histone Code” & Epigenetics

NYAS.org

Wrapping of DNA around histones and modification
of DNA and histones affect gene expression
(methylation of DNA, acetylation, phosphorylation
and methylation of histones)

The genome is frequently called the “blueprint” for life.
Genomes never exist in isolation.
The phenotype or phenome includes lipids (fats) and glycans (sugars), neither of which are directly
“encoded” in the genome.
Glycproteins of our cell surfaces and secretions are assembled by enzymes in the ER and Golgi.
They represent the result of the interactions of many gene products and the diet.

From Genome to Phenome

nucleus

rough ER

ribosomes

smooth ER

golgi
vesicle
cell surface

Glycocalyx

Different cell types have stage and cell type specific glycocalyx compositions

Heterogeneity between cell types
sperm

RBC

leukocyte

epithelium

For every cell of your body there is at least one microbial cell in and on your body…

We are “Walking Corral Reefs”

Practice question:
What the ratio of human to microbial cells in and on your body?
Answer: ~1 to 1.

Bacteria are One Million times smaller than us

E. coli bacteria on
the tip of a needle

Practice question: how many times smaller than you is an average bacterium?
Answer: One million times.

Perspective on Size Scale

X 1,000,000 =

microbe

human

X 1,000,000 =

human

Great Barrier Reef

Microbes colonize many parts of our bodies (Microbial Niches)

Naval bacteria
Gut bacteria: Streptococci sp., Staphylococci sp., Enterococci sp., Enterobacteria sp.,
Mycobacteria sp., Spirochetes sp., Corynebacteria sp., Clostridia sp., Lactobacilli sp.

Mouth

Oral Mucosa

Belly Bottom

Feet

The Stink Bomb – Or What Causes Smelly Feet? Brevibacteria, Propionibacteria, Staphylococci,
Bacilli

Gut

Microbiomes are newly discovered
ECOSYSTEMS
Succession of organism colonizing the “landscape”
Not bovids grazing
Microbes grazing gut content and host cell surfaces and secretions (poly- and oligosaccharides)
Predators and prey
Hosts and parasites (bacteria and phages)

“Micro-Serengetis”

® Martin Oeggerli
MICRONAUT

We are heavily colonized by microbes

Microbes add another 8 million genes to our 22,000

Practice question:
How could human hosts benefit from genes in the genome of their microbiome?
Microbial enzymes can digest food and generate vitamins.

Ayodhya Ouditt NPR

The hominid ecological niche:
CULTURE
C. Loring Brace

Non-biological inheritance system.
Rapidly evolving.
Transmitted in all directions:
Human biology:
profoundly embedded in culture and shaped by culture.
38

A new type of ecological niche: ratcheting/cumulative cultures both technical and social!
Practice Question: Name two ways in which Biological and Cultural inheritance are similar and
two ways in which they differ.
both types of inheritance represent transmission of information, both are affected by change over
time; cultural inheritance does not include the inheritance of genetic information and it can spread
horizontally or even from younger to older generations.

Technical aspects of the winning modern human App!
Practice question:
Give an example of an important human technology that does not fossilize?
Fiber technology, ropes, strings, baskets, fabrics.

The techno-cultural niche:
A second inheritance system -Cultural universals of technology

Shelter

Containers

Control of Fire

Cooking

Tool making

Lever

Tying material

Weapons

Twining/weaving

Brown, Donald (1991). Human Universals.
Philadelphia: Temple University Press.

Socio-cultural winning App: no personal names, no language, no reputation!
Practice Question:
How can names and language affect individual behavior?
Answer: It allows for reputations as the actions of the named individual can be reported to a wide
social network and affect that individual’s social standing.
Question: What is the consequence of language and kinship terms for social organization?
Answer: These allow for the formation of tribes, allowing large numbers of small groups to form
very large social networks that develop cultural identities.

The socio-cultural niche
Shared Symbols
Personal Names
Kinship Terms
Tribes
Shared Rituals
Dance & Music
Sacred Spaces
Group Identity
Increased capacity to cooperate with
and compete against other groups.

The modern socio-cultural niche:
Shared Symbols
Personal Names
Kinship Terms
Tribes
Shared Rituals

Shared Rituals

Sacred Spaces
Group Identity
Increased capacity to cooperate with
and compete against other groups.

Practice question:
Which of the modern online services relies heavily on reputation?
A. Amazon B. Ebay, C. AirB& B

Culmination over over 100,000 years of modern human behavior
Its not just the missing chimpanzee airplanes..
Chimpanzee males never leave their native community and jealously guard it.
Our global behavior comes with cost: Global Warming and what happens when you drop a
chimpanzee virus into the network…Global HIV/AIDS epidemic

Global behavior: air traffic

?
42

Genomic instability: Danger from within

Many cancers develop loss of heterozygosity (loss of precisely two copies of each autosomal
chromosome) and aneuploidy (deviations from normal chromosome numbers, also called euploidy
= “correct number of each chromosome”.
Practice question:
What is aneuploidy?
Answer: Deviation from normal chromosome numbers

Janssen et al., Science 333, 1895-8 (2011)

Danger from within

Many cancers develop loss of spatial organization (polarization). Advanced cancers can move and
invade even distant tissues ( a process called metastasis).

From within or outside the patient?
1821-1902

1822-1895

Virchow is credited as the founding father of Pathology because he observed cells causing cancer.
Koch and Pasteur are considered the founding fathers of microbiology as they described
microbes that cause disease.

1843-1910

Bad news: From Both, within and outside!

The arguments about whether “inside out” or “outside in” was more important
are mute. Disease can have many causes, including some that combine internal
(genetic factors) and external (infection, toxin exposure).

Practice question:
Why were bacteria and protozoa discovered long before viruses?
Because viruses are sub-cellular parasites that cannot be seen by light microscopy.

Viruses

SIB Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

Many bacteria can easily be seen by light microscopy, especially after staining with dyes (originally
developed to stain silk and other textiles, these dyes stain the glycocalyx of many bacteria
differentially).

Bacteria

Institut Pasteur

Protozoa are true Eukaryotes, mono- or unicellular animals. Unlike unicellular plants (algae and
phytoplankton) they need to eat and often infect multicellular hosts.

Protozoa
Trypanosoma brucei
Entamoeba
histolytica

Balantidium
coli

Babesia

Trypanosoma brucei

Fungi too!

Fungi like animals are heterotroph, they cannot make their own food from water, air and sunlight.
many fungi evolved to parasite multicellular plants and animals.

Early microbiologists disproved ancient theories of spontaneous generation and ethical life force
(elan vital) with experiments showing that if all microbes in a rich broth are killed by heat treatment,
the broth will stay clear and remain unfermented in a sealed glass flask for decades…now
centuries.

Louis Pasteur: The power of microbes!

Anthrax vaccine

antiseptic surgery

food
pasteurization

Koch (German) and Pasteur (French) were fierce rivals..in the spirit of ultranationalism of the times.

Robert Koch: proving that microbes cause disease

Koch’s
Postulate
identified:
Anthrax, Bacillus anthracis
TB, Mycobacterium tuberculosis
Cholera, Vibrio cholera

Rudolf Virchow rejected germ theory and Darwinian thought,
Eminent people often are eminently wrong. Heroic activist for social justice can get their science
very wrong!

Rudolf Virchow: disease from within

Otto von Bismarck

Trichinella suis

Time course of infections pre- and post vaccine introduction in the USA, just in case you need
convincing that immunizations are the most successful medical intervention in human history.
Check out the interactive graphic here:
https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2017/04/here-s-visual-proof-why-vaccines-do-more-goodharm

Summary
Practice visualizing our planet!
The genome is HUGE, matters greatly, but we are much more than DNA!
Nucleic acids, proteins, sugars, and lipids, and constant environmental influences.
The genome is a vast ecosystem.
We are ecosystems!
We live in a cultural niche!
Danger lurks within us and around us!
Pathogens and symbionts can make us sick.
Immunizations are the most successful medical intervention in human history.

